
JORVIK Viking Centre

Discover, Explore and Experience the Vikings 
in York.

With an updated ride experience and state-
of-the art galleries showcasing our unique 
collection of 1,000 year old artefacts, visit 
JORVIK Viking Centre to discover York’s 
fascinating Viking legacy.
 
Discover Coppergate
 
At JORVIK Viking Centre you are standing 
on the site which revealed some of the 
most astounding discoveries in modern 
archaeology. Your first experience at JORVIK 
is an exploration of the Coppergate Dig, with 
a fully immersive display taking you back to 
the 1970s. 
 

Explore the Viking-Age City
 
Travel around 10th century York, experiencing 
what it was like living in the city. The sights, 
sounds and even the smells of the Viking Age 
are brought vividly back to life as you journey 
back 1,000 years. 
 

Experience the Real Thing
 
Get up-close with some of the most beautiful 
and rare Viking artefacts in the world, from 
delicate earrings and socks to frying pans and 
padlocks and even a fossilised Viking poo! 
 
Dig deeper into the Viking story of York using 
the latest in cutting-edge technology located 
throughout the centre and the opportunity 
to handle real artefacts whilst talking to our 
friendly Viking hosts.
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Name of contact for 

trade enquiries:

Email address for trade enquiries:

Contact tel no for trade enquiries:

Preferred method for booking 

for overseas trade/groups?

Social media:

Max / Min group size:

Group rates:

FIT rates:

Suitable for corporate

/incentive visits?

Any additional information:

Reservations

Groups@yorkat.co.uk

0044 1904 615505

Email/ online form/ phone?

All welcome 

Twitter: @JorvikViking, FB: /JorvikYork, Pinterest: JorvikViking, 

Instagram: JorvikViking, Youtube: JorvikYork

35/15

Adult: £10.65 Child:£7.25 Conc: £8.95

Adult: £10.65 Child £7.25 Conc: £8.95

Absolutely, JORVIK is the perfect place to host your corporate event – 

where else can you mingle with Vikings? More information can be found 

at www.jorvikvikingcentre.co.uk/hospitality

Prices are subject to change.  


